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ABSTRACT 
This investigation addresses the effect of removing various portions of the 
hotindary layer formed over a flat plate at its trailing-edge. Two forms of suction were 
employed. irnmediately upstream of the blunt trailing-edge: asymmetrical suction 
(boundary· layer rem.oval from either the upper or lower side only); anc;l symmetrical 
suction (boundary layer removal from both sides of the plate simultaneously). 
Laser Doppler Velocimetry measurements reveal to drastic drops in the velocity 
fluctuation amplitude in the near-wake region for incr~asing value of suction rate; This 
trend occurs for both symmetrical and asymmetrical suction. Corresponding variations 
of the wake oscillation frequency show stepwise jumps towards the final asymptotic 
value of frequenc;y. The jumps are shown to correspond. to local mm1ma on the 
amplitude variations. Collapse of vortex sheeding frequency data to a; un·iversal plot 
occurs when the momentum thickness is used as the charactetistic length. 
The case of symmetrical suctioi:i yields substantial" reduction in the momenturn 
deficit of the shear layer downstream of the trailing-edge, thereby a reduction o_f drag 
by a factor of 1.84. 
Flow visualization showed that ·modes of inclined or parallel vortex shedding 
could be induced by asymme.trical suction on the lower -side of the trailing-edge in the 
absence :of end plates. Use of ~ndplates showed a two-dimensional flow structure to be 
maintained over a wide range of suction rate. 
1 
• 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The phenomenon of vortex formation behind bluff bodies and the tw.o- and 
three-dimensional instabilities in these wakes have received a great deal of attention, 
both from an experimental standpoint, and more recently, from a theoretical/numerical 
standpo.int because of its wide range of industrial and technological applications. The 
instability of bluff-body Wq,kes can be simulated by a blunt tr·ailing edge of finite 
/ 
/" 
·. t'hickness where the shear layers separating at the trailing e1ge will roll up due to the 
difference in velocity between inner and outer portions, and consequently leading to the 
alternately shedding of two rows of vortices from each side. .Also the primary 
instability mechanism for ~eparated flows past bluff bodies is closely linked to the 
negative base pressure regioi:i adjacent to the downstream surface of the body. In 
essence, the existence of the negative base pressure region -is associated with an inward 
spiraling of the sheet of vorticity originally shed from the surface of the body. The 
formation of this vortex involves stretching and dissipation of vorticity and 
entrainment of the flow. 
Explanations of the concept of the vortex formation basically involve three 
major_ approaches: those employing a traditional base pressure approach; those using 
linear stability theory of the classical temporal and spatial type; and rriore recently, 
those that consider instabilities in the near wake, accounting for the possibility of an 
absolute instability. 
Base Pressure Approach 
Although the downstream vortex street of the flow past bluff bodies has 
received a great deal of attention, surprisingly the near-wake region had remained 
unexplained un.til recent years. Previous investigations concentrated on a number of 
2 
aspects such as longitudinal, .X, and the lateral, b, spacings of the vortices, vortex street 
drag, and related phenomena including the significant negative base pressure 
$ 
coefficient, Cb . Interpretations of yortex street characteristics wh_ich embody the base p 
pressure approach have. been successful and useful since Roshko· (1954) formulated the 
existence of a universal Strauhal n-umber using the distance between the separated 
shear layers at the location where they become parallel. He viewed the wake of a bluff 
body as composed of two parts, namely the near wake region in which his "free 
streamline ·model" applies, and the downstream vortex street. Bearman (1965) showed, 
by making use of splitter plates at the trailing-end that the base pressure magnitude 
can. be decreased resulting _in a reduction in drag which he linked to the effect ·of the 
vortex formation occurring close~ to the trailing-end. Later, Bearman (1967) confirmed 
his previous results. when the base bleed effect was studjed, and proposed the existence 
of a u riiversal Strauhal nu m her independent of base pressure by defining a transverse 
length scale or lateral spacing, b, different from Roshko's longitudinal spacing, A. The 
considerable debate on the existence of a dis<;ontinuity in the Strauhal-Reynolds 
number relationship for the laminar vortex shedding since Tritton (1959) recently led 
to studies, numerically by Karniadokis and Triantafyllou (.1989), and experiment~lly by 
Eisenlohr and Eckelmann (1989), and Williamson (1989). ~t was shown that the 
discontinuity is caused by a change in the mode of oblique shedding and by inducing 
parallel shedding via manipulating the end conditions, the resulting Strauhal curve 
becomes completely continuous. 
Regarding the process of large-scale vortex formation behind a bluff body in the 
subcritical Reynolds number regime, Gerrard (1966) and Wille (1974) emphasized the 
crucial role of the negative base pressure and showed tha_t its existence and the ·inward 
spiralling of the vorticity layer shed from the surafce of the .body are mutually 
3 
compatible where the formation of this vortex involves the entrainment of the adjacent 
irrotation.al flow. 
Lirie~r lnsta~ility" Approach 
Approaching the physics of the vortex development within the framework of 
line.ar stability theory, it is noted that the disturbance that has the maxim um 
amplification rate. will dominate ~11 other disturbances, consequently this disturbance is 
the one that eventually le~ds to the "natural" vortex formation. The work of Sato anq 
Kuriki (1961), Freymuth (1966) and Michalke (1~65) revealed the mechanism of th~ 
development· of the instability wave within a convectively unstable· free shear layer via· 
inviscid stability theory. This approach is approp.riate in the initial linear region 
immediately behind the trailing-edge following the laminar wake where the disturbance 
growth with streamwise distance amplifies exponentially; it ends when .the disturbance 
level exceeds about 4 % of the free stream velocity, as mentioned by Shade (1964). The 
next region which is characteri~ed by onset of higher harmonics was investigated by 
Ziada and Rockwell ( 1981), and they showed that it shows exponential amplific;ation~ it 
can be termed "quasi~linear'' or "non-linear" (Sato and Kuriki, 1961). The final stage 
in this vortex street development is the three-dir.nensional region. 
Mattingly and Criminale (1972) investigated the near-wake region and 
de1nonstrated that the amplification rates are not small throughout this: region and 
addressed. the resonance of a trayelling wave in the upstream and downstream 
directions which would dictate the behaviour of a small disturbance in the wake. 
With regard to the linear s~ability theory, one should note the need to choose 
between temporal theory and spatial theory. In temporal stability analysis the 
0!1 t 
disturbances are assumed to g~ow as e , where a 1 is a constant and tis the time, as 
4 
a 2x opposed to the spatial analysis attempts, where they amplify according to e , where 
a 2 is a constant and x is a streamwise distance. The ~emporal analysis attempts to 
.determine the complex frequency, w, in terms of ·the wave number, k, whereas the 
spatial analysis. expresses .the frequency, w, as real and the wave number, k, as 
complex. The latter analysis is more likely to he applied to the laminar flow 
instabilities such as jet and free shear flows, and boundary layers when the 
experimental results are com·pared with those of the theoretical analysis. 
Convective and Absolute Instability Theory 
Starting from the study of Mattingly and Criminale (1972), Huerre and 
Monkewitz (1985) approached the explanation of the near-wake response by 
considering the instab1lit_y of the near-wake. They provided the concepts of absolute 
and convective instabilies within the particular framework of the linear instability of 
inviscid parallel shear flows. According to their Work, in the absolutely unstable case, 
any transients generated by the excitation or any residual bakground fluctuations w·ill 
amplify and contaminate the entire flow, leading to a zero signal-to-noise ratio. 
However, in the co.nvectively unstable case, those transients and background 
fluctuations are convected downstream as spatially-growing waves at the excitation 
frequency, eventually leaving the original flow undisturbed. Therefore, it was 
emphasized that the choice between s·patial and temporal theory can be made after the 
mode of instability has been determined. They modelled and presented their crit~rion 
according to Figure 1 where the wedges define a wave packet and the disturbances are 
amplified exponentially within the wave packet while they decay outside of it. The 
typical impulse response in an absolutely unstable flow consists of the positive t-axis 
inside the wave packet indicating possibility of the effect of a disturbance in the 
upstream as well as downstream direction since the impulse response varies in both 
5 
quadrants. However, in a convectively unstable flow, with the ~-axis lying outside the 
wave packet, one can conclude that the disturbance can only travel downstream since 
the response lies only in th.e positive quadrant. 
Later, Monkewitz and Nguyen (1987) studied the linear inviscid instability of a 
family of mean velocity profiles representing the structu,re of locally parallel,- quasi-
laminar flows with very small disturbances. They discussed the transition from a 
convective to an absolute instability in terms of the ratio between mixing layer 
thickness and width of t·he top-hat wake, and the velocity ratio, R, defined .as the ratio 
between difference ~nd sum of the wake centerline and the freestream velocities. It was 
noted that the flow will start out absolutely unstable in the near wake r~gion, if the 
boundary layers leavin_g the surface of the bluff body are thick. They also showed that 
for thin initial mixing lay~rs, the very near wake is convectively unstable and develops 
an absolutely unstable region further downstream .. The presence of recirculating eddies 
serve to decrease the extent of this convectively unstable r~gion, and the countereffect 
of the curvature of the mixing layer wer.e also addressed. The essence of this work with 
the evidence from the work by· ·Woods as mentioned by Monkewitz and Nguyen 
supports the notion that the dominant flow instability, the Karman vortex shedding is 
a result of an absolute instability, and represents an "in.t.rinsic response determined by 
resonance between downstream and upstream -instability waves". The nature of this 
resonance, namely if it is amplifying or damping, is closely related. to the concept of 
absolute versus convective instability, as discussed above. They also proposed that 
when the mixing layer thickness-wake width ra_tio is small initially, th~ flow response is 
dominated· by the first neutral or amplified encountered by the flow. Unal and 
Rockwell (1985) evidenced the presence of an initially convective region of competition 
between the Karman and the varicose shedding modes with their cylinder data. The 
6 
same study also attempted to demonstrate that the finite thickness trailing edge allows 
the. seperating shear layers to cause a rapidly amplifying instability wave which leads to 
the vortex formation into downstream vortex street. Over a limited Reynolds number 
range, this quasi-parallel, laminar flow showed a dependence of the vortex formation 
length, /, and the level o( fluctuations right downstream of trailing. edge which is-
compatible with the concept of linear stability through Biot-Savart induction. However, 
again within this context, the rate of growth of these dis.~urbances is shown to he 
unaffected. The universality of the disturbance growth in the shear layer regardless of 
the shape of the bluff body is emph~sized with the similarity of the data from the flow 
past a cylinder ·and a blunt trailing-edge. The universal Strauhal number ·based on the 
momentum thickness of the middle of the exponential growth region which is the only 
characteristic frequency that showed independence of Reynolds number based on the 
·trailing edge thickness. The same trend is also evident in the work of Eisenlohr and 
Eckehnann ( 1988) where the characteristic thickness is defined as twice the boun.dary 
layer displacement thickness plus the plate thickness, d'. 
Boundary Layer Suction 
Up to today, several methods have been developed for the purpose of artificially 
controlling .the ·behaviour of the boundary layer in order to affe~t the whole flow in a 
desired direction by influencing the boundary layer profiles. The investigations on this 
subject have been much interest since 1949 to increase the range, endurance and 
payload of Jong-range aircraft through the use of Laminar Flow Control (LFC). It is 
well known that a laminar boundary layer i,~ very difficult t~ maintain if special care is 
not taken. LFC acts to alter the mean velocity profile in such a way that it is more 
stable with respect to Tollmien-'Schlichting waves. The laminar flow and boundary 
layer control can be organized into three basic categories: The ·first one, which is 
7 
however ·impractical, is· to set the surface in motion. The second one is the 
implementation of LFC which involves proper designs for the bluff bodies, in order to 
minimize the inviscid instabilities due to the curvature and crossflow such that 
seperation is prevented, or delayed. These design features involves shaping the no'Se by 
.drooping to eliminate the leading-edge seperation or creating abrupt geometric changes 
like cavities or grooves, establishing a turbulent flow instead of a laminar one. Thus, 
the separation is prevented by causing the transition fro·m laminar to tu"rbulent flow to 
occur upstream of what would be a laminar seperation point since .the turbulent one is 
les~ susceptible t.o separation, and finally organizing the boundary layer with devices, 
\ 
such as spoilers, vanes or splitter plates. Thirdly, LFC involves the efforts to control 
seperation of flow over a range of Reynolds numbers via using auxiliary powered 
devices. There are four principal methods that fall under this category, namely 
boundary layer suction, blowing, cooling of surface, and weak mass injection. The most 
effective LFC method up to date has been the boundary layer suction applied through 
a large number of spanwise suction slots on the ·body of interest. Through suction those 
fluid particles which have slowed down near the wall because of friction are removed 
before the seperation can occur-. Thus, ·the boundary layer thickness ·is decreased so 
that the flow beco.mes less susceptible. to tra;ns1tion, or if removed completely, new 
boundary layer begins to form immediately after the suction slot so that the seperation 
is totaly avoided. 
Theoretical/ Nu merital Approaches. 
Schlichting (1979) developed the ·mathematical model for continuous (uniform) 
suction for flow over a flat plate at zero incidence via making use of the continuity and 
m9mentum equations. An exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equation for the velocity 
profile is given by 
8 
Vo y ti(y) == U 00 [ 1 - exp ( . 11 ) ] 
VO is the suction veloci_ty. However it should be noted th~t this solution was known to 
Prandtl long before the cited publications. Exact solutions for the bo4ndary layers with 
pressure gradient are also available when the free stream velocity is described by the 
function U(x) == u1 xm and the suction velocity v 0(x) is proportional to x0.5(rn-l). It 
was also shown by Young and Lew, as referred by Schlichting ( 197,9) that an 
asymptotic solution exists also for the case of compressible flow along a. flat plate at 
zero incidence in the presence of a homogeneous suction. The s1:1rvey of the exact 
solutions for incompressible laminar boundary layers with suction and the 
approximations via the integral methods were given by Wuest (1961) who includes the 
methods of Schlichting and Truckenbradt that makes use of von Karman mqmentum 
integral and that of Thwaite and Stratford. Since the approaches to the exact solutions 
are generally complicated and cumbersome, the need for approximate methods rised 
and they are listed by both Wuest (1961) and Head (1961). The &olutions of the 
approxim~te methods for the laminar boundary layers . Ill two-dimension at 
\est 
incom·pressible flows showed that when used in conjuction with the family of different 
velocity· profiles, they give acceptably accurate results. In particular, the method which 
involves satisfying the momentum and energy integral equations and the first 
compatibility condition at the wall was found to be the best approximatinn when 
compared to the so-called exact solutions. 
Applications of Boundary Layer Suction 
As it w-as mentioned before, suction has b~en widely used for LFC <;>n- bluff 
bodies, such as airfoils, because of an increase in lift by delaying separation and also for 
.the reduction in skin friction by maintaining the laminar flow and avoiding transition. 
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It was shown by "the en·d of the thirties .at the Institute of the Aerodynamische 
Versuchsanstalt in Goettingen fhat with the effect of suction in the slit between the 
flap and the wing, the flow is brought back completely that otherwis~ is completely 
separated fro~ the flap. The .m·uch reduced mass flow. needed when continuous suction 
is applied through porous wall sho~ed the superiority of continuous suction over the 
suction applied through slits. It was also shown that the minimum mass flow required 
to avoid separation depends on the .position and the extent of the porous surface and, 
ever more significantly, on the Reynolds N.umber. 
The large savjng in drag even if the power consumptio_n of the suction pump is 
debited against it, was experimentally proven by Pfenninger (1946) as mentioned by 
Schlichting (1979). Further experiments demonstrated that the decrease in drag 
affected by maintaining a laminar boundary layer with the aid of suction depends 
largely on a cp.reful ·shaping of slits. Unless precaution is taken, the flow may be so 
much affected ·by the presence of slits that the transition to turbulent flow occurs. 
Earlier work of Pfenninger, Bacon, and Goldsmith (1967) showed that in order to 
minimize the perturbations induced by the slot on the main flow, the slot Reynolds 
Number defined as 
v0 w Re= v 
where VO is the suction ·velocity and w is the witdth of the slot, should be less than 
Re==lOO. 
In t~e design of suction slots, tpere are essentially two flow regimes of different 
scale and strength, namely the external boundary layer flow and the suction slot flow, 
that must be considered. Design co.nsiderations include the destabilizing effect on the 
bo~ndary laye~ passing over the slot; the possibility of leading to a flow which is 
unstable to a centrifugal Taylor-Goertler (rotational) instability that can lead to 
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wrapping into fingers of streamwise or longitudinal vorticity; the amount of mass to be 
sucked - which is known that it is unwise to remove too large percentage of boundary 
layer that can lead excessive suction-pressure requirements and boundary layers of high 
shear stress. Thomas and Cornelius ( 1982) addressed these considerations- and showed 
that the seperation bubble that always happ~ned to form on the upstream lip of·the 
slot as well as the pressure drop across the slot are Reynolds Number dependent. The 
upstream influence of the presence. of suction slot that might eventually bring together 
the potential centrifugal instability of the curved flow above the slot was also 
investigated by Floryan and Saric (1983) who showed that the asymptotic suction 
profile is stabilized by the increa~ed suction whereas the critical Goertler number 
reduces· up to a point whereafter increases with further increase in suction. However, 
the latter destabilizing effect is offset by a reduction in the total growth of 
disturbances, resulting in a ~tabilizing effect regardless of the level of suction. El-Hady 
and Verma ( 1984) confirmed these results through their own compressible linear 
stability theory for the development of three dimensional Taylor-Goertler instabilities 
along curved walls over .a range of Mach numbers. They emphasized a critic~.l suction 
.rate below W:hich may have a local destabilizing effect on the boundary layer, and 
showed that this critical level of suction increases with Mach number. They addressed 
the effectiveness of suction at low Mach n um hers as well as the si"milar effects of 
cooling of the surface on Taylor-Goertler instabilities. At higher Mach numbers very 
high levels of suction is requi~ed to reduce the amplitude ratios of the vortices. 
The cumbersome process of designing the suction slots considering a number of 
design aspects has led to a trend to replace· the suction slot by a porous surface. Even 
though this trend established recently, the first application goes back to 1957 when 
Donneberg (1957) studied an airfoil by applying suction through porous metal sheets. 
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Suitable porous material for suction surfaces requires two funda~ehtal properties: ( a) 
on outer surface which is not detrimental to the aerodynamic characteristics desired; 
and .(b) a permeability which p_rov:ides the proper control of the suction flow quantities~ 
Other desirable properties of the material include' strength and formability 
characteristics; ease of attachment, ease of long service life, and ease of reproduction. 
Recently, the stability of the flat plate boundary layer suction through porous surface 
was inv_estigated by Reynolds and. ·Saric ( 1986) using a porous panel surface material, 
Dynapore, which is a woven stainless steel, and showed the stabilizing effect .of suction 
on the growth of Tollmien-Schlichting waves. They emphasized the location of suction 
surface to be more effective when placed near the region of neutral stability than when 
placed in the region of maxim um growth rate, and pointed the indifference of the 
spacing between strips of porous panels. These results provided meaningful comparison 
to the earlier numerical work by Reed and N ayfeh ( 1986).,.. who suggested that suction 
be applied in the region. where the amplification is small. Saric and Reed (1986) 
confirmed the suitability of porous surfaces of both Dynapore and perforated titanium 
sheet in which the permability is controlled solely by the size of and/or the spacing of 
the perforations. They showed that very high local flow rates through the suction holes 
do not destabilize the flow and oversuctjon can be eliminated if hole Reynolds number 
is ·used to characterize the suction slot for accurate control of wake. 
A recent study of investigation of wake structlJre ans1ng from the control of 
mean boundary conditions at atrailing-edge was done by Kuryla (1989). He showed 
that wavelength X. and vertical spacing a decreases as momentum thickness 8 
decreases, whereas the corresponding shedding frequency increases with it. He also 
evidenced a considerable reduction of drag as a result of suction. 
Starting from where this study stands·, a more detailed investigation of the 
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effect of boundary layer suction on the vortex formation will be carried out. Particular 
emphasis is given to the c,1,qiplitude an.d frequency response. of the wake instabilities to 
various suction rates. Mode changes in vortex shedding in the absence of endplates is 
presented. T·he effects of presence of endplates are addressed within the same context 
of amplitude-frequency response. The issue of drag reduction, vortex wavelength, 
vertical spacing and cqherence of vortex street is also studied. Fu_rthermore, the 
transient res·pohse of the wake to localized suction is also presented. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 
2.1. Suction Plate 
The flat suction plate, 2611 long by 1811 wide by 3 / 411 thick was constructed 
from three plexiglass plates. A 1/811 thick plexiglass plate was sandwiched between two 
1/211 thick plexiglass plates, with the last 1411 of these two plates machined in the 
shape of a contraction. The flow then exits at the side of the plate where it is .. 
connected to the piping systern via a brass coupli.ng (Fi.gure 6). After the plates had 
been assembled with solvent between them, the whole flat plate was machined down on 
both sides .to a final thickness of 3 / 411 • Later, the top and bottom surfaces of the last 
1411 of the entire plate assembly was milled down 1 / 16,., for allowing- the cover brass 
plates of 1/1611 thick to be placed on either side of the suction plate except the 3/8
11 
part which had a full plexiglass trailing edge. Also, 14 support struts machined <:it an 
angle of 30° were mounted inside the contraction on both· sides, 13 of them 1 1 / 4
1
·
1 
apart on a spanwise direction line 2 5/81' .inside of the trailing edge and the last one 3 
7 /8 11 downstream of the others, and parallel to the direct.ion of flow in order to serve 
as attachment points for the upper and lower brass sheets (Figure 3). The plate is then 
closed on both sides with the permanent front portion of them is 12
11 long by 1811 wide 
by 1/1611 thick, while the rear portion of the plate was designed to be interchangable 
to allow the size of the suction slot to vary from 1/4
11 
up to 111 • 
2.2. False Walls and Floor 
Two Plexiglas false walls 4811 long by 2311 high by 3/8
11 thick, and a false floor 
48 11 long by 1811 wide by 3/811 thick, were inserted within the test section, with the 
suction plate mounted between .them at a height of 1111 above the false floor {Figure 
14 
4). Its leading edge starts 311 inside the false walls and floor. This assembly was placed 
in the middle of the 2411 wide test section leaving a 2 5/8" space on _each side of the 
false walls in order to eliminate the boundary layers formed by the floor and the side 
walls of the test section in the water channel. To ensure a smooth transition from the 
main flow in the channel to the ne.w test section, the first three inches of the false walls 
and the. floor were angled at 8.125°. Three 111 rods were mounted between the false 
w.alls in the upper part above the water level for additional support and ease for 
handling the assembly. 
2.3. Suction Pumps and Piping System 
Two bronze centrifugal -suction pumps close-coupled with 12V DC motors are 
used in the system in order to suck various portions of the boundary layer formed over 
the length of the flat plate. The motors' RPM and thereby the suction rates of the 
pumps are controlled via variable speed controllers. The pumps are mounted on a s.teel 
frame. right above the discharge tank of the return system. The pumps are discharged 
into the tank through 3/411 brass pipes equipped with globe valves to provide extra 
head in calibrating the suction rates of the pumps. 
Within the entir~ assembly (Figure 8), two special connectors are used 
between the piping system components. The first one is the brass piece which couples 
the suction plate with the brass nipples. It was made from a solid brass ~iece c;>f .2 1/ 4" 
by 1 1/211 by 1 3/811 • It matches the rectanguhn exit ports on the side of the suction 
plate, and converts the flow passage area to a circular one of 5/8
11 
ID. The second of 
these connectors 1s the one which allows the pipes exit through the floor of the water 
channel. A solid Plexiglass block of 511 long by 3'' wide ~y 111 high is used for this 
connection with 37 /6411 threaded holes being drilled through to accomodate the tvvo 
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·1;2" ID nipples on both sides. Two 3/811 globe valves are used downstream of the 
lower side of the channel right before the nipples to shut off the water when the whole 
system is removed from the water channel. 
The entire piping system of the assembly is terminated with 1/211 ID flexible 
tubings. These particular Tygon Vacuum tubings have 3/811 wall thickness and are 
employed successfully without any deformation of the flow passage area due to the 
increasing arnounts of flow rate. 
2.4. Return System 
After the water is discharged from the pumps and passes through the valves 
downstream of them, it empties into a plexiglass tank 23 I /211 long by 12 1 /2
11 wide by 
14 1/211 high placed directly underneath the steel frame which was designed for 
mounting the two suction pumps and the variable speed ~ontrollers for them. The 
whole plexiglass tank was raised 211 off the ground by tw.o blocks of wood at each encl. 
The water exits the tank through a 1 1/411 PVC pipe which is also connected to a 
1. 
bronze centrifugal pump driven with a 1 HP DC motor (Figure 5). The pump and 
motor are joined by a flexible coupling which guards against shaft misalignment of up 
to 1/3211 • The motor is equiped with a DC motor variable speed controller to ensure 
that the rate of suction of the pumps equals that of the discharge from the tank d11ring 
the varying suction rates in the experiments. The pump's discharge port is con,nccted 
to the rear tank of the water-channel through a 111 flexible hose. 
2.5. End Plates 
Two large 511 by 1011 endplates were used in the experiments for the second 
part of the present study. They were oriented so that they made an angle of 16. 7° with 
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the free stream to induce two-dimensional, consistent flow for the wake behind the 
trailing edge. Figure 7 shows the orientation of these plates relative to the trailing 
edge. 
2.6. Inclined Manometers 
------For a detailed study needed for the second round of experiments, a home-made 
inclined manometer system was designed for both lines of suction. Two 5/3211 ID glass 
tubes were mounted on a wooden panel angled 9.96° from the horizontal axis. One end 
of the tubes was connected to the brass coupling that is used between t~e suction plate 
and piping of the system, while the other end was exposed to the atmospheric pressure 
above the surface of water in test section. After each tube was filled with water, each 
suction side was calibrated seperately for ~(Vs /U0 ) - 2.63 X 10- 3 increments of 
suction rate by recording the deviation in the level of water in the )nanometers 
corresponding to that suction rate. However, some limitations exist on the application 
of the manometers. At very low suction rates, the responses of the manometers are 
unreliable and do not show any significant change to the changes 1n suction rate, 
thereby fordng a lower limit of suction rate of Vs /U O = 3.94 X 10-3. Suction rates 
beyorid these limits were measured actually in: each experiment. The preset angle of the 
manometers also restricts the upper limit of suction rate that can be controll~d, at 
Vs /U0 = 1.30 X 10-2. Higher suction rates were controlled via calibrated DC motor 
y.ariable coi:itroller of suction pumps on each suction line as each valve on the p1pmg 
system was kept fully open. 
2. 7. Trailing Edge Extender 
For a different set of experiments, in or.der to observe the response of the 
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vortex formation behind a trailing edge to natural suction from the top and bottom 
surfaces, and blowing .from the trailing edge, an extender was designed t_o be mounted 
, 
to the existing trai~ing edge of the suction plate described above. This extender consists 
of a brass plate 1/1611 thick by 1811 wide by 211 long sandwiched between two Plexiglas 
pieces to reach a thickn~ss of 3/411 to. match up with the existing trailing edge 
thickness. The Plexiglas pieces are in a 'U-shape' and are 211 long on the the sides with 
a 3/411 width. Two 1/1611 thick by 1811 wide by 3j411 long brass sheets were used to 
cover up the last 3/ 411 of the extender on either side. ·This leaves a 1/211 spacing for 
suction while the blowing is accomplished through the spadng between brass cover 
plates on both sides and the partition br~s plate. To ensure flatness of the brass cover 
sheets, four support struts were placed parallel to the flow between them and the 
partition plate on both sides. The edges of these struts were angled to minimize 
resistance. Finally, the extender was mounted on the trailin.g edge by four screws, two 
on each side. 
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3. EXPE·RIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
Investigation of the effects of various suction rates on the vortex s.tr·eet behind a 
sharp trailing edge was accomplished v."ia Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) and flow 
visualization techniques. 
3.1. Flow Visualization Techniques 
3.1.1. Hydrogen Bubble Technique 
The J-Iydrogen bubble technique was primarily employed for flow visualization. 
In this technique, a 0.001 11 platinum wire is mounted on the extended arms of a probe 
and placed in the water, either vertically or horizon tally, depending on the view of 
interest. A voltage difference is then applied accross the brass probe. Sodium Sulfate is 
added to the flow to generate either hydrogen_, or oxygen, bubble lines depending on 
the polarity of the bubble generator. The illumination of the flow field was achieved by 
making use of two 1000 Watt, 37000 .Lumehs: Quartz Studio Lights from either side of 
the water channel. The video system used in experiment process consisted of a 
Panasonic AG-1830 Super-VHS VCR; Panasonic WV-BD400· CCO video camera with 
a zoom lens of 18-108/2.5 which accomplishes 768(-H) X 493(V) pixels and 570 lines of 
horizontal resolution with 30 frames per second recording rate; and a Sony PVM-122 
black and white video monitor with a resolution of ·950(H) lines. 
Basically, two types -of flow field visualization were employed during the 
experim.ents: two-dimensional { camera on the side of the water channel), and three-
dimensional ( c~mera located on top of channel). During the 2'."D visualization, a 
vertical H2 bubble· probe was located at the trailing edge and at X/T=3.0. Howev
er, 
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during_ the 3-D visualization, various probe locations were used, namely at X/T=O and· 
Y /T=l (Y measured from centerline of the trailing-edge).; X/T=4.5 and Y /T=O; and 
X/T=4.67 and Y /T= 1. 
In the process of very near-wake visualization next to the trailing-edge, the 
problem of bigger bubble rise due to the lack of flow at the base region was mostly 
eliminated by insulating· that portion of the wire -starting from the lower edge- by 
coating the determined section on ·wire by liquid plastic tape. 
The photographs were taken qirectly from the. vide·o monitor at selected frames 
• I 
- I 
with a Nikon .AF-N8008 35 mm camera .. '!'he photographs taken were developed and 
printed via conventional darkroom techniq·ues. In order to increase the contrast-
between the H-2 bubble lines and the b_ackground, No. 5 contrast filter was used with 
the Kodak high contrast professional printing paper. 
3.1.2. Dye Jnjectio,i 
In the early stages of this study, dye injection technique was used to yield 
preliminary information on the· flow, namely the two-dimensionality of the flow right 
after the leading edge, possible disturbances due to presence of the suction slot, and the 
base region flow behaviour on various suction rates. It was inspected fom a movable 
hr.ass probe. 
3.2. Velocity Measurement Techniques 
3.2.l. Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) 
Laser Doppler Velocimetry ~hich was ~xtensively used in various stages of this 
study, is a very powerful technique for investigating the wake behaviour without 
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interfering with the flow. 
During first round of experiments without the endplates, three cases of 
experiments were carried out with 20 values ·of suction rate varying between O < 
V 5 /U O < 0.075 corresponding to the range of values of momentum thickness 0.0055 < 
8/T < 0.'0611. In each experiment 2048 data points were acquired with !l. equal to 
0.05 seconds corresponding to a Nyquist frequency of fN=iO Hz·, which is well above 
the limitation .on the iriinimum value that requires fN to be greater or equal to twice 
the frequency of interest to eliminate the aliasing effects. The maximum frequency 
observed· in the expedments was. 0.567 Hz, therefore confirming the choice of the data 
acquisition parameters. 
During the 10-2.4 $ecqnds of data acquisition time, approximately 50 cycles of 
the- flow were recorded; each such case was repeated three times. Then, these individual 
experiinents were ·ensemble averaged after the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of each 
set of data to minimize the background noise of the spectra. 
The above asymmetrical and symmetrical suction cases with various suction 
rates were employed at different locations within the wake behind th.e traUing edge, 
namely, .at X/T:__0.5 Y /T=O; X/T=0.5 Y /T=0.5 ; and X/T=4.5 Y /T==O. 
In the ~~cond round of LDV experiments, only the first half of the entire range 
of suction rates was concentrated, w.here O < V 5 /U O < 0.038, since the most of the 
drastic changes and the transient response occured within this range. During these 
.experiments, two endplates (refer Figure 7) were attached to the trailing-edge making 
an angle of 16. 7° with the free stream. In order to enable a m9re detailed study of the 
wake response to v~rious suction rates, smaller increments :'of suction rate were used 
yielding a trial of 15 different suction rates. The similar response of the wake to 
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asymmetrical suction from upper and lower sides in the case without endplates led to 
the decision of omitting the case of asymmetrical suction :from upper side for this set of 
experiments. Each experiment was repeated four times to include a larger sample of 
cycles while keeping all the data acquisition par~meters same. A modification was also 
made in the locations of experiments by omitting the corner location. of trailing edge, at 
X/T=0.5 and Y /T=0.5 since that location did not really serve the objectives of this 
study. Other afor.ementioned locations of the control volume of the LDV correspond t~ 
the similiar ones exploited in flow visualization techniques, which provided information 
on both the n~ar-wake and downstream wake. 
Furthermore, the wake response at a location far downstream of the trailing 
edge, at X/T=24 Y/T==O, was also investigated at selected -suction r:ates with 
asymmetrical (lower) and symmetri<;:al suction case.s. 
A Krohn-Hite, model 3700 band pass filter set at 8 Hz low-pass frequency lower 
than the Nyquist frequency of the data acquis:ition- was used for filtering in order to 
avoid any aliasing and noise .effects ·from higher frequency sources. 
Since the output voltage from the LDV is linearly proportional to the velocity 
of the particles in the flow, various calibration files were used for different settings on 
the signal processor during data acquisition providing velocity histograms of the flow. 
For further detail on the calibration and use of LDV data. re$ults, the reader is referred 
to Appendix. 
However, .a further note must be made on th~ value of f~ee stream velocity, U0 
employed in this study. Even though the incident upstream velocity was 36.8 mm/sec, 
the ·actual free stream velocity within the test section at the trailing edge was 41.96 
mm/sec due to the design of smaller cross-sectional area of the assembled false walls 
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and floor in order to eliminate any boundary layer forma_tion from the walls of the 
water channel. A very slight variation of U O was observed in presence of angled 
endplates between locations X/T=0.5 ~nd 4.5 on the centerline of the wake, again due 
to the slight change in the cross-sectional flow area. Regar"ding the mean wake profile·, 
actual values of U0 were used in calculations· at each respective location. 
3.3. Calculation of Momentt1:m Thickness 
One of the most important par<:1,meters used in fluid mechanics, which is -also 
widely troughout this study is the momentum thickness, 8. Theoretically, the 
momentum thickness is defined as, 
8 = f 00 ( l) "(1 - ...!!.. ) dy 
o Uo Do 
where u = u(y), and U0 denotes the free stream velocity. It is also typical to use 
notmalized parameters in- this integration, i.e. 
e = Jy/8=1 ( ...!!..) (1- l) d c~) 
y/8=0 U0 · U0 8 
where 8 is the boundary layer thickness. 
However, in this study a g~aphical approximation was used in th.e calculation of 
this parameter. Determining the bou,nd~ry layer thickness, 6 and having obtained the 
mean velocity profiles at separation for eight different suction rates along the shear 
layer,: the following approac.h was employed: 
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where A; = u\l) f 1 - uv )]. 
· 0 0 
After the calculation of the momentum thickness values at these suction rates, a 
curve 
fit was applied ·with an accuracy of R
2 
= 0.999 : 
8 /T= 6. ll 122E~2+5.472E-4*Q-.3.5336E-2*Q2 + l.8721E-2*Q
3
-3.6313E-3*Q4 +2.4188E-
where Q ·is the actual suction rate in. gpm, an~ e /T decreases from a value of 6.111 X 
_10- 2 at the no suction case down to 5.495 X 10-
3 at the maximum suction rate, which 
corresponds to a momentum thickness red·uction by a fact~t of 11.1. 
3 . .4. Selection of Photographs 
After the visualization of flow had been taped on Super-VHS tapes., the most 
repetitive flow structures were determined and photographs of those cases were tak
en. 
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'1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Results of flow visualization via Hydrogen bQbble technique and velocity field 
measurements via LDV are presented in thi_s section, based on ReT =800, defined as 
where, U O is the mean fl.ow v¢locity; ;I' is the trailing-edge thickness, and v is the 
kinematic viscosity- of water. Symbol 8 is used to denote the momentum thickness 
measured on one side of the plate since symmetrical sucti0n is applied on both sides of 
the plate. PSDv amplitude values relates to the square of v component of the velocity 
fluctuations. In presence of endplates, the PSDv amplitude values are reduced hy a 
factor of 103 to implement simplicity, whereas the values corresponding to absence of 
cndplates are kept unchanged since they are relatively smaller in magnitude·. 
Slot Reynolds number, Rew based on suction velocity Vs,. width of the slot w, 
and v is ranged in O <. Rew < 20 for all suction rates. 
1.1. Bluff Body Wake Structure In Absence of Endplates 
4.1.1. Visualization of Flow Regimes: 
The vortex formation from the trailing edge was investigated without any end 
endplates in order to determine the consequences of tl1c end conditions on three-
dimensional effects. The behavior of the flow was studied using the hydrogen bubble 
technique of flow visualization. The hydrogen bu:hble 
above the corner of the trailing edge at X/T 
. 
Wife was located, at first, right 
0, Y /T = 1. Figure 10 shows 
photographs illustrating the wake re~ponse for increasing rate of suction applied 
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asymmetrically to 'the lower side of the edge. At no suction, the vortex street shows, an 
inclined shedding process with an angl~ of 21°, including a vortex splitting. With the 
removal of a small portjon of the boundary layer from the lower side of the edge, there 
was not a signific~nt ch:ange in the characteristics of the vortex formation up to 8 /T = 
0.058. However, with further removal of boundary layer, sign_ificant changes in the flow 
structure can occur. At 8/T= 0.029, corresponding to a 48% decrease in the initial 
momentum thickness, a parallel vortex shedding mode IS induced in contrast to the 
incljned and split vortex shedding. One should also note the well pronounced small 
scale vortices superposed on the large scale vortices. 
Further reduction of momentum thickness down to 8 /T= 0.023 proved the 
consistancy and the repeatability of the induced parallel shedding mode. In all of the 
foregoing photographs, appr_oximately 42% of the entire span is shown. The boundaries 
of the photographs correspond to a region 10 T in the spanwise direction, by 15 T in 
the streamwise direction. 
Different locations of the horizontal probe yielded the same observations. The 
_hydrogen bubble wire IS located at X/T = 4.67 and Y /T = 0.75 ·in th.e set of 
photographs in the left column of Figure 11. 8 /T= 0.061 corresponds to the no suction 
case, definitely showing the inclined vortex shedding mode, while the removal of 62% of 
the initial momentum thickness at 8/T= 0.023 displays the mode change to parallel 
shedding embo9ying small scale vortices. The last photograph In these scnes 
corresponds to the maximum amount of removal from the boundary layer formed up to 
the suction slot, yielding to 8 /T= 0.005 which is 90% of initial value. The reader 
should not.e the change in the spacing and the . size of the small scale vortices on the 
larger ones, while the parallel mode still in charge. 
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In the right column of Figure 11, the probe is located at X/T = 4 and Y /T = 0 
(centerline of the wake). There is provides further evidence of the same type of modal 
structure. 
4.1.2. Measurement of ·Velocity Field 
The drastic changes observed with the hydrogen bubble visualization for 
decreasing values of 8/T by employing asymmetrical suction on the lower side of the 
trailing-edge were confirmed by measurements of the velocity fluctuations, v at 
X/T 0.5, Y /T=O. 
Data acquisition and data reduction were carried· out as discussed in Section 
3.2. The results of the FFT analysis ate summarized in Figure 12. The sharp decrease 
in the amplitude v represents a transition from a globai instability to a co.nvect.ive 
instability. Thereafter, the amplitude level of the instability stays fairly constant, 
except for a mJmmum at T /0~1.8. On the other hand, the frequency of the wake 
fluctuation showed a three-.step Jump approach to the final asymptotic value of the 
frequency. These asymptotic jumps on th~ frequency plot match with the amplitude 
response. The first jump occurs right after the sharp decrease in amplitude flattens out, 
while the second jump occurs after ( the second step on the plot) at the exact location 
where the amplitude rea.ches its global minimum. One may con·clude from the 
comparison ·that, a.fter a local minimum is reached, a jump on the frequency plot is 
observed. One should also note the asymptotic behaviour follwing each of these jumps. 
Another interesting point is the magnified effect of very small suction rates 
V5 /U0 = 0.01 and 0~02, where Vs denotes suction velocity through suction slot and U0 
is the free stream veloci~y. A suction rate of Vs /U0 --:-0.01 corresponds to a 
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dimensionless suction coefficient of S=(Vs /U O )2 w /S= 1.39 X lff· 6 in which w 1s the 
slot width and S is the span of the plate. 
Another interesting result is the linear relationship observed when 8 is 
employed to normalize the frquency data to a dimensionless shedding frequency~ Figure 
13 shows a linear relationship except for the last two data points, which correspond to 
the initial part of the transformation from the global to the convective ·instability. 
'1.2. Bluff Body Wake Structure in Presence of Endplates 
4.2.1. Visuali~ation of Flow Regimes 
4.2.l.1. G.eneral Variation -of Wake Structure at High Suction Rates 
Endplates were attached to the trailing edge at an angle with .respect to :the 
free stream as shown in Figure 7. ·The leading ends of them provoke flow separation· 
whi~h induces parallel vortex shedding, even for .th~ no suction case. In the following, 
we address the general variation of the wake ·structure at with increasing suction rate. 
Figure 14 shows the general trend of the vortex formatio_n. The vertical 
hydrogen bubble wire was located at X/T = 3 downstrea1n of the trailing edge. The 
first photograph corresponds to 8 /T = 0.061, corresponding to the no suction case; 
subsequent photographs correpond to decreasing values of 8/T. The well defined 
vortex· centers and the vortex roll-up for the no suction case change significantly as 
increasing portions of the are removed boundary layer. from both sides of the trailing-
edge. The vortex centers move closer to each other towards the centerline of the wake, 
corresponding to a decreas~ in the vortex wavelength and vertical spacing. The scale of 
each vortex seems to decrease significantly, and there is loss of two-dimensionality with 
decreasing momentum thickness. 
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Figure 15 corresponds to the symmetrical suction case with a .zoomed field of 
view as discussed in Section 3.1.L The pronounced movement of the vortex towards 
tpe trailing eqge as 8 /T decreases is observed. The scale of the first vortex roll...:up 
from the trailing edge also decreases sharply with the decrease of the value of 8 /T 
from 0.061 to 0.005. 
4.2. 1:2. Wake Collapse 
An interesting concept is the wake wash:.out phenom·enon that occurs at high 
symmetrical suction rates. In Figure 17, each of the photographs corresponds to the 
same suction rate where 8 /T 0.014. The first photograph represents the 
characteristic vortex street structure. The structure proceeds from this quasi-two 
dimensional structure to a transitional regime where the flow alternates between three-
D dominated flow structure and a quasi two-D structure, ending with a total collapse 
of the wake. The percentage of the time scale of this collapse in the overall periodic 
wake formation increases as 8 /T decreases, namely the magnitude of suction rate 
increases. The time period is in the order of 30 cycles based on a typical vortex 
formation period at that specific suction rate. The flow structure recovers its 
characteristic vort~x formation after this time ·has elapsed. 
To further -investigate this phenomenon, the visualization process was 
· concentrated on the very near wake by the zooming process as explained previously 
(Figure 16). The first vortex roll-up right after the edge goes through the same 
transien.t stage as explained above, where the vortex exhibits a three-D instability; this 
transition causes loss of sync_hronization of the alternate vortex formation from both 
sides of the trailing edge. Occasionally, this takes the form of simultaneous vortex· 
formation from both sides after the trailing~edge, and the {irst vortex roll-up collapses. 
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4.2.2 .. Measurements of Velocity Field 
A detailed study of the wake and velocity fluctuations were carried out with the 
LDV technique, as explained in further detail in Section 3.2. The results of these 
experiments are grouped under four separate sub-sections for comparative analysis. 
4.2.2.1. Frequency Response 
The frequency response of the unstable wake from the trailing edge in the 
presence of endplates shows a stepwise relationship with increasing rate of suction. This 
response is shown on Figures 18 through 21 where the shedding freque_ncy is ·made 
dirnensionless with the aid of T and U0 • The dimensionless frequency has been plotted 
against Vs /U0 and Log 8 0 /8,. where 8 0 corresponds to the momentum thickness of 
the no suction case. Superposition the response at different locations, namely X/T 
0.5 and 4.5, enables the reader to see the general trend more clearly. In Figure 18 the 
suction is applied asymmetrically on. the lower side of the edge resulting in three jumps 
of the curve corresponding to the near wake region (X/T = 0.5) while showing four 
jumps .in the downstream (X/T = 4.5) region. The first plateau of the frequency jump 
occurs at the same suction rate. However, the lower curve shows an addit_ional jump. 
The frequency varies linearly with V 5 /U0 after the second jump and reaches an 
asymptotic value of IT /U~ _:_ 0.227. Meanwhile, two jumps were observed over the 
same range on the X/T = 4.5 curve, .which also reaches the same asymptotic frequency 
value at sufficiently large values of suction rate. The same kind of behavior is also 
observed when IT/U0 is plotted against Log 8 0 /8. 
The ~ame general type of response is. also observed for symmetrical suction, 
both at .X/T =· 0.5 and 4.5 as shown in Figures 20 and 21. For this case of symmetrical 
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suction, the first jump occurs at a slightly higher suction rate, and the plateau-
frequency 1s therefore higher, i.e. IT /U0 = 0.222, in. comparison to 0.197 for 
the 
asymmetrical case. Again, the frequency jumps do not occur at exactly the same value 
of ·vs/U0 (or 8 0 /8}, the near wake response showing an earlier jump than the 
asymmetri~al case. Both curves show further jumps and an increase .in scattered data 
at high values of V 8 /U0 above 0.025, which corresponds to a 32% red
uction in initial 
momentum thickness. This scatter is due to the highly three-D intermitant w
ake 
structure. 
4.2.2.2. Amplitude Response 
The amplitude of the instabilities existing in the flow shows drastic drops with 
the application of very -small suction rates, siniiliar to the observations in the 
case 
where no endplates were attached to the trailing e·dge. Fig\).res 22 through 27 show the 
comparison between the wake amplitude response to the increasing rate of suc
tion 
expressed in terms of the parameters Vs /U0 , 8 0 /8, Log80 /8. 
In Figure 22, the reduction in the instability amplitude due to asymmetrical 
suction from the lower side is shown at two different locations. The two curves s
how 
different curvature in the range O < V8 /U0 < 0.01. The base region (near-wake} shows 
a change in curvature with an inflection point while the response at X/T=4.5 show
s a 
consistant parabolic decrease,. which reaches a local minimum Vs /U0 = 9.2 X 10-·
3
, 
8 0 /0 ~ l.2, ·si~iliar to the curve at X/T=0.5. Both curves later ·show a
lternating local 
maxjma and m1n1ma at larger values of suction rate. Similiar trends due to 
asymmetrical suction are evident in Figure 23. 
Figure 24 and 25 shows same kind of drop, but for X/T=4.5 the drop continues 
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to a higher value of V8 /U0 = 0.015. 
The comparison of Figure 26 and 27 emphasizes the similar behavior of the 
amplitude variations for both symmetrical and ,a.symmetrical cases at locations X/T = 
0.5 and 4.5, Figure 26 and 27 are presented. Even a relatively small suction rate, 
Vs /U0 = 0.01 can induce a decrease in amplitude by an order of 20 at X/T = 4.5 _and 
order 13 at X/T =. 0.5 for both symmetrical -and asymmetrical suction cases. Figure 26 
dearly shows the amount of momentum thickness removal for this decrease . Ill 
amplitude which requires 8 0 /8 = 0.25 corresponding to Vs/U0 0.01. 
4.2.2.3. Amplitude - Frequency Relationship 
To complete the pict\.}re for this set of experiments, the relation between the 
frequency and the amplitude variations are described in Figures 28 through 31. 
In Figure 28 the jumps on the frequency curve at X/T = 0.5 for asymn:ietrical 
suction are correlated to the corresponding amplitude plot. The inflection point on the 
amplitude curve corresponds to the end of the first frequen.cy jump. The sec.ond 
frequency jump ~orresponds to the local m1n1mum on the amplitude curve. 
In Figure 29, the frequency jump agrees with the local m1n1mum of the 
amplitude curve for the location .X/T=4.5. The other steps of the frequency response 
plot correspond to the local minima, showing a direct relationship between the 
amplitude and frequency of the wake fluctuations. 
This strong relation between amplitude and frequency for. the symmetrical 
suction case, similar to the asrmmetrical case is given in Figure 30. In the base region 
on the certerline, the amplitude level sharply drops to a local minimum, where the first 
step on the corresponding frequency curve ends. The second jump also shows the same 
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local amplitude minimum-frequency step correlation. 
The downstream wake behavior in Figure 31 fits this general correlation, wh~re 
the frequency jumps generally corresponds to local amplitude minima. 
4.2.2.4. ·universal Vortex Shedding Frequency 
One of the interesting outcom~s of this present :study is the· realization of a 
universal plot for vortex shedding frequency when dimensio·nal.ized by 0/U0 • Figures 32 
through 34 represent the universality of this frequency when plotted against 0 /T. In 
Figure 32, it should be noted that for the case of symmetrical suction, the distortion at 
the e11d of the· curve at higher values of 0 /T which to lower values of suction rate;. this 
deflection is [!!Ore prono~nced than for the asymmetrical suction cases. Figure 32 
proves the collapse of frequency data to a universal plot; the symmetrical p.l)d 
asymmetrical ·cases deviate slightly from each other at· higher values of 0 /T. 
For further evidence, all the frequency data from all experiments perform_ed 
during this study are present~d on the same plots for asymmetrical and symmetrical 
suction cases in Figures 33 and 34, respectively. Again. deviations are observed at 
higher 0 /T values, especially for the data without en·dplates~ 
4.2.2.5. ·Far Downstream Behaviour 
Experiments were carried out at far downstream of the trailing-edge X/T=24 
at representative values of suction fn order to st.udy far wake response. Figures 35 
t_hrough 38 provides further evidence to the similiar sharp drops observed at relatively 
closer locations to the trailing-edge. Figure 35 and 36 represents the asymmetrical 
-I 
suction response. It can be seen in Figures 37 and 38 that the drop occurs more 
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sharply. 
4.2.2.6. Power. Spectral Density 
The power spectral density plots obtained Fast Fourier Transform ar.e 
presented for representative cases, 1n order to give the reader further details of the 
response of the wake to various suction rates. 
Figures 39, 40, and 41 represents the cases for asymmetrical and symmetrical 
suction ( with the employment of e.nd_plates) at locations X/T=0.5, 4.5, and 24. In For 
X/T=0.5 and 4.5 locations, plots for 8/T=0.061, 0.044, and 0.015 cases are included 
in Figures 39 and 40 in order to show the significant drop in amplitude values from the 
no suction case to a local minimum where the first jumps occured on the correspondin·g 
frequency plots. In addition, spectra for one of the highest su.ction rates up to which 
the experiments were carried out - with the endplates - is also shown. In Figure 41, at 
the X/T=24 location, 8 /T=0.061, 0.044, and 0.005 cases are presented, where the last 
one corresponds to the maximum suction rate where the whole boundary layer formed 
up to suction slot was removed. 
The rapid drop in amplitude of the velocity fluctuation, both in near-wake and 
downstre<,im-wake, can be seen for asymmetrical and symmetrical suction. The spectra 
in Figures 39 and 40 at 8/T-0.015 does not show a significant decrease in amplitude. 
Another, less pronounced, but important fact is the slight broadening of the peaks as 
suction rate increases. It should be mentioned that the setond peaks on the 8 /T= 
0.061 spe(:tra do not correspond to the higher harmonic of the frequency of interest. 
It can be noticed i.n comparing th~ spectra of near~wake and downstream-wake 
that the amplitudes in the latter one are much higher. This was also observed on 
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Figures 22 through 27, where the ratio of amplitudes values· at X/T=0.5 and 4.5 for no 
suction case shows· a value of l.75. The background noise level at 8/T=0.044 
. 
lS 
remarkably higher than the rest of the cases for both locations and suction rates. 
Spectra far downstream of the trailing edge at X/T~24 in Figure 41 shows the 
same kind of tre:nd as was discussed above. While the harmonics of t~e frequency of 
wake are observed at the no suction .case, they diminish with further increase in 
suction. The amplitude levels show a significant and consistent decrease for all cases. 
The broadening of the peaks is more clearly seen at this location. 
4.2.2.7. Downstream Wake Profile and Drag Reduction 
In order to investigate the changes in the mean shear layer, the yelocity profiles 
of the wake were measeured at various suction rates at .six trailing edge thicknesses 
downstream; With the employment" of the LDV technique, instantaneous flow velocities 
were measured at ten locations across the shear layer and mean velocities were 
determined by time averagn;1g. This was only done for symmetrical suction. The 
extreme cases of the mean w.ake velocity profile~ are shown on Figure 42, where the 
defect on the centerline .of the wake shows a reduction by a factor of 1.3 resulting in 
an increase in u/U0 =0.67 to 0.86. 
After obtaining these wake profiles, momentum thicknesses were calculated 
using the technique described in Section 3.3. The momentum thickness in the far wake 
showed. a decrease of the values of 8/T from .0.105 for no suction, down to 0.057 for 
\ 
maximum suction. As a result, drag reduction by a factor of 1.84 is experienced on. the 
plate between the no suction and maximum symmetrical suction cases. 
Values of V
5
/U0 at seperatiO.n of 0, 0.012, 0.025, 0.035, 0.047, 0 .. 063, and 0.075 
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gave .corresponding values of 0/T=0.105, 0.079, 0.071, 0.067, 0.063, and 0.056, 0.057 
at X/T=6. 
4.3. Effects of Restricted Suction Along the Whole Span of a Trailing Edge 
4.3.1. Transient Development of Symmetrical Instability From· Slot 
In this stage of the research, the· initial instabilities and their transient 
development in the downstre.am flow were studied by a set of experiments employing 
suction-slot pieces to generate the suction only through a 1/411 or 111 spacing on the 
upper side of the trailing-edge. Suction was applie.d through the narrow split at various 
rates, and their effects were observe.cl. The results p~esented here are the most revealin_g 
ones corresponding to a 1/411 spacing. 
The set of photographs shown on Figure 44, represen_ts the initial response right 
after the sudden suction is applied. The suction velocity with respect to the free stream 
velocity is V 5 /U0 = 5 X IO- 4 . This very small suction rates caused abrupt changes in 
the flow. This series represents a symmetrical mode alternating between two basic 
periodic structures: a loop fo.rmation and the mushroom-shaped structure formation. 
The mushroom-shape structure formation occurs after the spacing,. while 
structures remain symmetrical on both sides of the centerline. The loop shows a 
characteristic peak and a valley in between two other peaks on top. of each other, 
rolling altogether. 
4.3.2. Transient Development of Two Modes From Slot 
Experiments at higher suction rates were carried out with the suctio~ slot 
pieces at 1/ 411 spacing~ There occurs competition between symmetrical and 
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asymmetrical modes. In Figure 45, the series of photographs represent the transition 
bet ween these two well~defined modes. With the application of sudden suction, 
corresponding to a value of V8 /U0 = 4 X 10-
3 (eight times greater than the previous 
suction rate) a similar mµshroom-shape structure was observed initially, which 
eventually yielded to a loop formation. However, the alternate formation of the 
mushroom-shaped structure and the loop formation take place only a couple of times; 
it yields to the so-called "vor~ex splitting", shown in the last two photographs. An 
interesting pattern occuring right before the vortex splitting is the appearance of small 
scale Vortices forming on the side ends of the mushroom-shaped structure. 
The phenome1:10n of vortex splitting _starts to occur only after a certain suction 
rate, V8 /U0 = 1..3 X 10-
3
, and becomes more dominant with further increase in 
suction. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
The most revealing results of this study are as follows: 
• A reduction, by a factor of "12, of the momentum thickness 8 at separation 
was achieved by applying various degrees of suction at the blunt trailing-edge. 
• In the presence of endplates, drops by a factor of 20 and 13 in the amplitude 
v, were accomplished by symmetrical and asymmetrical suction, r.espectively. 
• The jumps observed on the curves of frequency versus suc~ion rate correspond 
to local minima on the corresponding amplitude curves, for both symmetrical and 
asymmetrical suction cases. 
• Collapse of the vortex shedding frequency data to a universal plot occurs 
when the momentum thickness 8 is employed as the characteristic thickness. 
• Analysis of the wake profile at· a downstream distance of six trailing-.edge 
thicknesses shows a substantial decrease in the momentum thickness when symmetrical 
suction is applied resulting in a drag reduction of 1.84 times that of the no suction. 
• A three-dimensional wake collapse was observed at high~r value·s of suction 
.rate for the case of symmetrical suction; it becomes more dominant as 8/T decreases. 
• The changes in the vortex street due to suction show a decrease, particularly 
in wavelength A, vertical spacing a, and the vortex formation length. 
• In the absence of endplates, the change of the vortex shedding mode from 
inclined to parallel shedding by the application of various degrees of asymmetrical 
suction on the lower side was demonstrated by visualiz.ing the wake structure. 
• The employment of endplates at an angle to the free stream provoked flow 
separation on their leading edges, thus inducing two-dimensional, ·parallel vortex 
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shedding. 
• Transient development of two different modes of wake was demonstrated, in 
the presence of endplates, for the case of restricted suction through a very narrow slot. 
Small suction rates of the order of V 5 /U O = 5 X 10-
4 
showed only a symmetrical 
instability, which alternates between a loop and a mushroom-structure. Highec suction 
rates above a value of V5 /U 0 == l-3 X 10-
3 show a rather short elapse of time fdr the 
transient, symmetrical response, which gives way to a "vortex-splitting " mode. 
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6. APPENDIX: LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETRY 
One tec.hnique for measuring fluid flow is to "tag" the fluid and then measure 
the velocity of the "tagging" m.aterial. In Laser Doppler Velocim.et-ry (LDV), particles 
moving with the fluid ( eit.her natural or added) are illumu_nated with a focused laser 
beam and become sources of scattered light. T4e velocity of these particles is then 
d~termined from the change in frequency (Doppler shift) of the scattered light due to 
the movement of the particles when observed by .a stationar"y detector. From the 
particle velocity, the fluid velocity is inferred. 
Advantages of LDV 
The major advantages of the LDV technique can be stated as follows: First, the 
flow is not disturbed with a probe since only the light beams need to enter th~ flow to 
create the control volume at the desired location. Second, no actual flow velocity 
calibration is requhed. The la_ser light frequency and the opti·cal geometry uniquely 
determine the linear relationship between the particle velocity and the frequency 
output of the photodetector. Third, LDV requires very small measuring volume and 
provides high frequency response. Fourth, the velocity components can be measured 
precisely and independently of the other components. Last, it can be easily focused and 
coherent, and does not need to be adjusted once calibrated. 
Applications of LDV 
In several flows of interest, LDV has been proved to be very accurate and 
valuable. Some of these applications can be named as the seperated flows, liquid flows, . 
. 
high turbulence intensities and flow reversals, variable property flows, rotating 
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machinery, and low velocity flo~s-~ 
Data Acqui_sition 
In data acquisition, there are three important steps that need special attention. 
The first one of these is the location of the control volume (the crossing point of the 
laser beams). The control volume should be put in a location where the amplitude of 
the velocity fluctuations induced by the vortex formation, or the flow instability, is a 
maximum, so that the data rate, which is proportional to the number of points passing 
through the control volume reaches an. optimum value. 
The second one is the alignment of the photodetector so that it can pick up as 
many reflections from the particles within the flow as possible. This can be done either 
hy using the 'eyepiece' and adjusting the side scre~s on the 'receiving assembly' to get 
optimum reflections on the cross point of the axes on the 'eyepiece', or by adjusting the 
side screws after the photodetector is mounted on the system and connected to the 
signal processor, and observing the change in data rate and. the burst signals appearing 
on t.he oscilloscope which is connected to the 'filtered output jack'. However, the latter. 
require first adjustment of the signal processor settings. 
Next, the settings on the signal processor are adjusted. The system in Room 
172 in Packard Laboratory has the TSI 1981 counter type signal processor from TSI 
Inc ... The following procedure -is advised in order to reach the optimum setting for the 
desired measurement. Durihg this procedure, the output jack of the photodetector 
should be connected to the .PHOTODETECTOR jack on the front panel of Input 
Conditioner while the FILTERED OUTPUT Jack is connected to an oscilloscope, and 
the power unit for photodetectqr being turned on, the MAXIMUM ANODE 
CURRENT switch should be turned clockwise until the -red light goes on. (If the red 
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light does not go on, set it to fully clockwise): 
• Initially set the filters to OFF position; AMPLITUDE LIMIT to fully 
counterclockwise; GAIN to fully clockwise; .MINIMUM CYCLES/ BURST to 23 
( assuming at least eight cycles per Doppler burst); COMPARISON to 7 percent; and 
press the green AUTQ and all of the EXPONENT buttons in. 
• While observing the FILTERED OUTPUT on the osdlloscope, increase the 
value of the LO LIMIT FILTER until frequency signal of interest from photodetector 
is centered about zero volts. The typical value for the system in Room 172 in Packard 
Lab. is 3 kHz. 
• Decrease the HI LIMIT FILTER to reduce the high frequency noise, and set 
it to the smallest value that will stjll allow the maximum expected Doppler frequency 
to pass. One can easily check this by adjusting the filter setting to a lower value, which 
would cut out all of the Doppler bursts, and then increasing up to the setting ·where 
the bursts appear again. The typical value for the HI LIMIT FILTER is 100 kHz. 
• Observe the DATA RATE which shou\d be at least above 50 (No/secxI0- 3 ). 
Actually, the data rate depends on the number of the particles present in the flow as 
well as the velocity of the flow since it is proportional to the n,umber of particles 
passing through the control volume per second. For the lower velocity experiments, one 
should increase the particle concentration in the channel while keeping in mind that 
there exists the possibility of settling the particles within the flow which forces a lower 
limit on the Reynolds numbers that are being experimented. This settling of the 
particles would also affect the velocity measurements at the point of interest. If the 
data rate appears to be very high, e.g. in the order of hundreds, the red light on the 
power unit. of the photodetector ~ill be on, which causes noise on the ~ata. Therefore 
the switch should be turned counterclockwise until the red light goes off. The GAIN 
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should also be decreased till the DAT A RA TE drops down to between 75 and 65 
(No/secxl0-3 ), which can be. considered as an optimum value. 
• Set the EXPONENT buttons so that only those that lit- are depressed and 
release the other ones. 
• Put the AUTO/MANUAL button ip.to MANUAL. This is a must because in 
the AUTO setting ·the ~xponent for the flow alw~ys changes with regard to the data 
rate to optimize the setting which causes the voltage output- to change, resulting in an 
inconsistency during the data acquisition. 
• Now, set the ANALOG OUTPUT part of the signal processor" to 10;1 ratio 
and connect the ANALOG FREQUENCY OUTPUT to the A/D board for data 
acquisition. 
Calibration 
The data taken from the ANALOG (FREQUENCY) OUTPUT part of th~ 
signal processor is an electrical signal which is in volts. Therefore, in order to get a 
direct display of the data in terms of velocity, a calibration file was created for each 
exponent setting to convert the voltage output into mm/sec. Since this voltage output 
is directly and linearly p.roportional to the velocity, for each exponent setting a 
different velocity (mm/sec) versus frequency output (voltage) curve was plotted. The. 
coeficients of this linear relationship were then loaded .into different calibration files and 
activated during the data acquisition via the software ALT. 
To create the q1Jibration files, one can use any editor available. In this study 
;'Norton Editor" was used for this purpose. The follo'wing will provide a step~ise 
procedure for the creation of these files: 
• Type NE at the prompt to enter Norton Editor. 
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• Enter the cali hration file name 
• Type Title_cal n a0 a 1 a2 ...... , where the n is the order of the 
calibration equation, ai are the· coefficients of the equation, e.g. y == a 0 + a 1 x + a2x2 + 
a3x
3 + .... , and the Title_ cal is the optional title for the file. 
• Press F3 + E together to save. the file and exit from the editor. 
Next, this calibration file name should be entered into ALT with the function key 
PROGRAM PARAMETERS (F2) on the ·matn menu; and then the calibration file has 
to be loa~ed with. the function key LOAD CALIBRATION (ALT-F5) from the main 
menu. DATA ACQUISITION PARAMETERS (F3) on the main menu has to be also 
changed to implement auto calibration during data acquisition via pr:essing F7 on the 
next menu. 
Data Analysis 
The Laser ·Doppler Velocimetry ·' IS a powerful tool and has found many 
ap.plications in studies of fluid flow. The most of the common measurements in fluid 
mechanics are mean flow; amplitude information (f1:1ean square or root mean square 
(r.ms}; amplitude probability density or amplitude probability distribution function); 
signal averaging; ·spectrum analysis; correlation; transient waveforms. Event.hough the 
first two measurements are theoretically independent of data -rate, serious biases in the 
data can occur if it is not handled when the data rates are low. In the following, 
measurements of the mea~ velocity and fluctuating velocity (mean square or rms) are 
9escribeq with the assumption of the date rate is ·high and continuous. 
Measuring the Horizontal Component of the Velocity,!! 
The horizontal cqpiponent of the velocity of the fluid is rneasured with the dual 
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beam LbV system with the beams are on the horizontal surface producing vertical 
fringes that are perpendicular to the horizontal velocity, u. 
Determining the Mean Velocity, u 
The mean velocity, u can be obtained by a simple time average of the data 
points taken from the ANALOG .(FREQUENCY) ourPUT j~ck. This was achieved 
in the system in Room 172 via the software ALT. First, with the function key DA TA 
ACQUISITION F4 desired number of data points were taken, and then with the 
function key STATISTICS F6 the Mean Velocity, u, mean value of the data points was 
found. 
Determining the Fluctuating Velocity, u1 
The data points out of the signal processor .are the points of the total velocity 
term, namely, u == u + u 1 where u and u1 are the mean and the fluctuating velocity 
components of the velocity ter.m, respectively. After the mean velocity component is 
found, the fluctuating velocity can be easily found by just subtracting the mean. 
velocity "from the original data which can be done by creating calibration files. 
Measuring the Vertical Component of the Velocity, v 
In order to measur·e the v-component of the velocity, the beams have to be 
rotated into. a vertical position so that th~ fringes present in- the control volume are 
perpendicular to the vertical component of the velocity. The output would then give 
the total velocity as in the horizontal component case, e.g. v = v + v1 . The procedure. 
for determining the mean and the fluctuating compon·ent is exactly the same as 
described above. But, one should consider the frequency shifting process which should 
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be used in order to add a velocity bias to make all of the negative velocity fluctuations· 
posit~ve, because the negative velocity components can not ~e detected among the 
whole signal_. The .following section is a description of the process of frequency shifting. 
Frequency Shifting 
By aligning the optics of t;he laser velocimeter so that the fringes are parallel to 
the mean flow direction, u, frequency shifting can he used to measure the turbulenc~ 
component, v, normal to the mean flow. However, at low turbulence levels, the 
question of an adequate number of Doppler cycles arises. The following procedure is a 
typical one in order to determine the amount of frequency shifting needed for the 
specific case of interest. 
First, the frequency of the i:nean velodty of the flow is calculated according to 
the folowing formula which relates. the velocity to the Doppler frequency: 
2 u Sih(K) 
A (1) 
where, u is the mean velocity, K is the half angle pet ween the laser beams, and. A is the 
wavelength of the laser. In this present study, the velocity of interest is Re=700 which 
corresponds to a mean velocity of U0 -: 38.45 mm/sec; and the K and A are. 8.3° and 
514.5 nm, respectively. Therefore, the equation leads tofu= 21.58 kHz. 
The numb~r of fringes in the control volume, without frequency shifting, is 
N FR= 30. The minimum number of Doppler cycles per burst for the signal processor 
was set to N = 23 = 8 cycles. It turns out that the frequency shift required, f5 , is 
related to the _mean velocity for low turbulence levels. 
Th_e time, r; it takes the particle to go through the measuring volume is: 
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T = N FR == 30. - 1.39 X 10-3 
fu 21.58xl03 · 
Therefore, to measure the v-component of the velocity of a part_icle it must 
traverse at least N = 8 cycles in r = 1..39 x 10-3
 sec. The shift frequency when v== 0, 
f50 , is given by: 
NFR · 3 f50 >= ---r- = 5. 76 X 10 H·z. 
T~e shift frequency to select also· depends on the frequency corresponding to· the 
maximum velocity in the v-direGtion. This can be also calculated via Equation (1) by 
only substituting Vmax instead of u:. In this study, the v;1~x was expected to be in the 
order of 0.2, which would lead to f ~ 4.32 kHz. 
FinaUy, the shift frequency is determined by, 
f5 == f + f50 == 4 .. 32 kHz+ 5.76 kHz= 10.1 kHz. 
So, for this specific case the frequency shifter was set to ·20 kHz, to be on the 
safe side and because it is the next highest frequency shift on the TSI Model 9186. 
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8/T T/8 Log 8R / 8 Vs/ Uo 
0.061 16.361" 0.000 
0.059 17 .070 0.000 0 .. 004 
0.052 19.113 0.049 0.008 
0.044 22.522 0.120 0.012 
0.036 27 .. 536 0.208 0.016 
0.029 34.396 0.304 0.020 -
0.023 43.011 0.401 0.024 ---
0.019 52.435 0.487 0.028 -
0.016 60.675 0.551 0.032 
0.015 65. 744 0.586 0.036 
0.015 67.349 0.596 0.039 
0.015 67 .. 058 0.594 ·0 .. 043 
0.015 67.020 0.594 0.047 
.. 
0.014 69.152 0.608 0.051 --
0.013 75.412 0.645 0.055 ·--
0.011 8"8.824 0.716 0.059 
0.009 115.278 0.830 0.063 
0.006 164.410 0.984 0.067 
0.004 223.399 1.11 7 0.071 
0.005 187.103 1.040 0.075 
Table l:. Normalized values of momentum thickness 8/T, T/8, Lo_g 8R/8 as 
function of increasing suction yeloci~y, V 5 /U O • 
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E)/ T ®ole Q (GPM) 
0.061 1.000 0.00 
0.059 1.030 0.25 
0.055 1.117 0.50 
0.049. 1.260 0.75 
0.042 1.465 1 .. 00 
0.035 1.746 1.25 
0.029 2·.100 1.50 
0.024 2.535 1.75 
0.020 3.01-0 2.00 
0.018 3.472 2.25 
0.016 3.843 2.50 
0.015 4.046 2.75 
0.015 4.101 3.00 
0.015 4.101 ·3.25 
0.015 4.073 3.50 
0.015 4.128 3.75 
0.014 4.303 4.00 
0.013" 4.664 4.25 
0.01·1 5.360 4 .. 50 
·0.009 6.641 4.75 
0.007 8.729 5.00 
0.005 11.750 5.25 
0.005 13.283 5.50 
0.006" 11.109 5.70 
Table 2: )'Jormalized values of momentum thickness 8/T and 8 0/8 as function 
~-· of increasing suction .rate, Q(gpm ). 
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Figure l: ·Sk<~tch of ty"pical impulse response for: ( a) abso.lutely unstable _flow; (b) 
convectively unstable flow. Monkewitz and Nguyen (1987) .. 
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Figure 2: Configuration of laminar-flow suction slot. Pfenninger, B.acon, and 
Goldsmith ( 1967). 
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Figure 10: Three-D view of hydrogen bubble lines at traili11g edge fur asymmetrical 
suction (lower side only) at repre~en tati_ve values of rno1nen tum thickness 
in al;>s"¢nce of endplates. 
,, 
Figure 11: Thre_e'".D view of hydrogen bubble lines for asymmetrical suction (lower side 
only) downstream of trailing-edge (a) X/T=4.67, Y/T= 1; (h) X/T=4, 
Y /T=O in absence of end plates. 
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Figure 14: Vortex street downstn~arn of the traili11g f'dgt· at X/T=:t for sym111f't.ri(';1! 
s11ction in the pn-•st->IICf' uf endplatt's at. n'tHPsc·nt.at.ivP v;1l1ws of rno11w11t 11111 
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Figure 15: Vortex formation length as function of decreasing n1on1en tum thickness at 
trailing-edge. 
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Figure 16: Three-D vortex collapse at trailing edge at E) /T=O.Oi40. 
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Figure 17: Three-D wake ,collapse (wash-out) downstrearll of trailing-edge X/T=;3 in 
presence of endplates at 8/T=0.0149. 
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Figure 30: Plot of PSDv amplitude and dimensionless frequency IT/U 0 vs. V5 /U 0 for 
symmetrical suction case (lower side only) at X/T=0.5 and on centerline in 
pres·ence of end plates. 
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Figure 31: Plot of PSDv amplitude and dimensionless frequency ff/U 0 vs. V5 /U 0 for 
sy1nn1etrical suction case (lower side only) at X/T=4.5 and on centerline in 
presence of end plates. 
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Figure 32: Plot of dimensionless shedding frequency IT/ U 8 vs .. 8 /T for symmetrical 
and asymmetrical suction cases at X/T=0 .. 5 ana 4.5 on centerline in 
presence of endplates. 
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Figure 33: Plot of dimensionless shedding frequency IT /U 8 ys. 8 /T for asymmetrical 
suction case (lower side only) in absence and pres~nce of endplates at 
X/T .....:0.5 and 4.5 on centerline, and at X/T=0.5 and Y /T=0.5. 
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Figure 34: Plot of dimensionless shedding frequency IT/ U_8 vs. _e /T for symmetrical suction case _in absence and presence of-end plates at X/T ~o.5 and 4.5 on 
centerline, and at X/T=0.5 and Y/T=0.5. 
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Figure 35: Plot of PSDv amplitude vs. ·v5/U O in absence of endpla.tes for asymmetrical 
suction (lower side only) at X/T=·24 on centerline. 
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Figure 36: Plot of PSDv amplitud~. vs. Log T /6 in absence of end plates for 
asymmetrical suction (lower sid~ only) at X /T=24 on cen terlin~. 
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Figure 37: Plot of PSDv amplitude vs. V5 /U 0 in absence of end .. plates for symmetrical 
s11ction at X/T=24 on centerline. 
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Figure 38: Plot of PSDv amplitude vs. Log T /8 in absence of end plates for 
symmetrical suction at X/T=24 on centerline. 
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Figure 39: Plot of Power Spectral Density of v component of velocity vs. frequency a.t. 
rcpre~entative values of 8/T for asyrnmetrical suction case (lower side 0I1ly) 
_at. X/T=0.5 and 4.5 on centerline. 
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Figure 40: Plot of Power Spectral Density of v component of velocity vs. frequency at 
representative values of 8/T for symn1etrical suction case at X/T"""'.'"0.5 and 
4.5 on centerline. 
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Figure 41: Plot of Power Spectral Density of v component of velocity vs. frequency at 
representative values of 8./T for symmetrkal and asymmetrical suction 
(lower side only) cases at X/T=24 on cen t_erline. 
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Figure 42: Plot of M·ean velocity pro.file of wake- at X/T==6 for maximum and no 
suction cases. 
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Figure 43: Plot of dimensionles~ murnen tum thickness 8 /T vs. V 5 / U O at trailing edge. 
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Figure 44: Transient development of initial instability due to localized suction for 
asymmetrical suction case (upper side only) at V 5 /U 0= 5E-4·. 
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Figure 45: Hydrogen bubble lines at trailing-edge showing different modes induced 
due to localized suction for the asymmetrical suction (upper side only) at 
V 5 /U 0 =4E-~. 
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